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1 Introduction: species, environmental law and the danger of misidentification

Species are important in environmental law. Legislation bestowing protection on various components of biodiversity typically contains lists of species, divided into different categories such as "Endangered", "Threatened"; "Protected" and so forth. Such categories of species are then made subject to varying degrees of legal protection. Exceptions exist where species are not mentioned by name, but are rather included in defined groups. For instance, the relevant legislation may provide that all indigenous vertebrate animals in a given area of jurisdiction are legally protected. Nevertheless, species-based legal protection remains a pervasive feature of biodiversity legislation. Species-based legal protection is the norm rather than the exception in South Africa too, and national and provincial laws typically incorporate lists of species.


2 Eg s 14 Wildlife Conservation Act 1950 (Western Australia).

3 An example from South African national legislation is the National Environmental Management: Biodiversity Act 10 of 2004 (NEmBA), read with the Threatened or Protected Species Regulations, 2007 (TOPS Regulations). Examples from South African provincial legislation are: Nature and Environmental Conservation Ordinance 19 of 1974 (Western Cape, Eastern Cape); Northern Cape Nature Conservation Act 9 of 2009 (Northern Cape); Nature Conservation Ordinance 8 of 1969 (Free State); Nature Conservation Ordinance 15 of 1974; Kwa-Zulu Nature Conservation Act 29 of 1992 (KwaZulu-Natal); Nature Conservation Ordinance 12 of 1983 (Gauteng, Northwest
The practice of basing legal protection on the concept of a "species" is not entirely free from difficulties. At a most fundamental level, scientists are not agreed on what a species is.\textsuperscript{4} Competing species concepts have been proposed, of which the Biological Species Concept and the Phylogenetic Species Concept are the most influential.\textsuperscript{5} Depending upon which species concept scientists favour, they may give different answers to the question of whether a given population of plants or animals constitutes a species or perhaps only a race or subspecies. In addition, the classification of populations into species can be fluid and can change over time. Advances in science enable researchers to gain new insights in respect of the boundaries between different species.\textsuperscript{6} A population that has been considered to constitute a single species may be "split" into two or more independent species, while two or more populations that have been considered to constitute two or more species may be "lumped" into a single species. That this fluidity presents a challenge to those persons tasked with the protection of biodiversity, whether they find themselves in government or in a non-governmental organisation, should speak for itself.\textsuperscript{7}

In addition to these considerations, it is important to note that environmental laws can define "species" to mean something different from the meaning given to the term by scientists in the natural sciences. For instance, a given law may define "species" to include subspecies and distinct populations within a species.\textsuperscript{8} Therefore, even though the species may be the unit of choice for the purpose of legal

\textsuperscript{4} See Birkhead, Wimpeny and Montgomery \textit{Ten Thousand Birds} 75-115; Del Hoyo and Collar \textit{Birds of the World} 20-30; Dickinson and Remsen \textit{Checklist} xiv; Liebesman and Petersen \textit{Endangered Species Deskbook} 14 n 23.

\textsuperscript{5} Del Hoyo and Collar \textit{Birds of the World} 20-30; Dickinson and Remsen \textit{Checklist} xiv.

\textsuperscript{6} Del Hoyo and Collar \textit{Birds of the World} 24-30; Dickinson and Remsen \textit{Checklist} xi.

\textsuperscript{7} See Del Hoyo and Collar \textit{Birds of the World} 19-20.

\textsuperscript{8} Eg in the USA \textit{Endangered Species Act} of 1973 (16 USC 1531-1544) s 1532 (16): "The term 'species' includes any subspecies of fish or wildlife or plants, and any distinct population segment of any species of vertebrate fish or wildlife which interbreeds when mature." See further Committee on Scientific Issues in the Endangered Species Act \textit{et al Science and the Endangered Species Act} 5-6; Liebesman and Petersen \textit{Endangered Species Deskbook} 14; Ruhl "Listing Endangered and Threatened Species" 17.
protection, the concept as used in a specific law may well differ from the concept of a species in the natural sciences.

This contribution will focus on an entirely different difficulty inherent in the practice of basing legal protection on species lists. It will proceed from the assumption that, in a given case, there is substantial consensus and clarity on the above-mentioned aspects, which might otherwise have introduced uncertainty. Now the following scenario presents itself for consideration: A certain species receives legal protection under a statute that is in force in a jurisdiction where that species occurs. The statute inter alia makes provision for penal sanctions if members of the species are killed, captured, or traded. Another species is unprotected (or is subject to a much lower degree of legal protection) and its distribution range overlaps with that of the protected species. The two species are sufficiently similar in appearance that a danger of misidentification exists. To an experienced scientist examining museum or herbarium specimens in the hand, the difference between the two species may be apparent, but other persons may find it difficult to tell them apart. Even that same scientist may find it difficult to correctly identify members of the two species when observing them in the field rather than in a museum or herbarium. Note that, in this scenario, neither competing species concepts nor new scientific advances are introducing uncertainty as to whether the two species really are two species. There is consensus about their status as species and there is consensus about the diagnostic features by which they are identified. The problem is created by the fact that those diagnostic features are sufficiently subtle that members of the two species may be misidentified in the field.

A person now encounters a member of the protected species, mistakes it for a member of the unprotected species, and kills it. If legislation that provides for a criminal sanction does not specify that liability is strict or may be based on negligence, fault in the form of intention will usually be a requisite. Because the

---

9 On the general position in South African law, see Glazewski Environmental Law 26.18; Snyman Criminal Law 240; further Burns and Kidd "Administrative Law" 252; Kidd Environmental Law 277. For a topical American example, see the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (16
person in the scenario sketched above was under the mistaken impression that he or she had killed a member of an unprotected species, no intention is present,\textsuperscript{10} and unless the legislation protecting the protected species makes provision for strict\textsuperscript{11} or negligence-based liability,\textsuperscript{12} the person may not be convicted. Thus the legal protection bestowed upon the protected species is rendered ineffective. A situation can also be envisaged where a person encounters a member of a protected species, is uncertain about its identity but foresees the possibility that it could be a protected species, and kills it nonetheless. In this case the person had intention in the form of \textit{dolus eventualis} (at least in South African law),\textsuperscript{13} and may in theory be prosecuted successfully. However, unless the accused is a person of rare honesty, the prosecution will be faced with an insurmountable evidentiary challenge in respect of the accused's state of mind, and may hence be unable to prove the required fault element, and for practical purposes the legal provision may be unenforceable. The implication should be clear that a repetition of such incidents has the potential to make the enforcement of the legal protection of the protected species highly problematic.

The danger of the misidentification of species may be of relevance in respect of the legal protection of all biodiversity, but the focus of this contribution is on birds of prey, or raptors.\textsuperscript{14} It is well known in ornithological circles that the accurate identification of raptor species often presents particular challenges, even to experienced ornithologists. A profusion of guide books dealing with raptor identification testifies to this.\textsuperscript{15} Some authors even group raptors into "species-pairs",  

\textsuperscript{10} USC 668) s 668. However, see Bates \textit{Environmental Law in Australia} 793 on Australian environmental law.  
\textsuperscript{11} Snyman \textit{Criminal Law} 187, 197-198.  
\textsuperscript{12} Snyman \textit{Criminal Law} 236-241.  
\textsuperscript{13} Snyman \textit{Criminal Law} 240.  
\textsuperscript{14} Snyman \textit{Criminal Law} 178-184.  
\textsuperscript{15} The word "raptor" is sometimes used as synonym for "bird of prey", and sometimes to denote only diurnal birds of prey, thus excluding owls. See Kemp \textit{What is a Raptor?} 14-31. In this contribution, "bird of prey" and "raptor" are used interchangeably.  
that is, two species that may easily be confused with each other, in an attempt better to highlight the subtle features by which those species may be differentiated from each other.\textsuperscript{16} The predatory feeding habits of raptors often bring them into conflict, whether perceived or real, with human interests. Many raptor species have suffered serious declines and many of these species are in need of protection, legal and otherwise. Therefore a situation arises where, on the one hand, many raptor species are in dire need of legal protection, but, on the other hand, some persons wish to kill raptors;\textsuperscript{17} and neither the persons who wish to do the killing nor, in many instances, the persons involved in the enforcement of protective legislation can always accurately differentiate between species that are protected and those that are unprotected or have a lower degree of protection bestowed upon them.\textsuperscript{18}

This particular stumbling-block in the path to the comprehensive and effective legal protection of raptors will be the focus of this contribution. In the United States of America a simple and effective solution to this particular dilemma has been implemented by federal legislation dealing with the conservation status of two American eagle species. The American solution will be subjected to critical reflection here. As an outcome of this exercise, thoughts will be offered on the suitability of this American solution for implementation in South African law, for the benefit of South African raptor populations.

\textit{Identification of European Raptors, Steyn Birds of Prey of Southern Africa; Wheeler Raptors of Eastern North America; Wheeler Raptors of Western North America.}

\textsuperscript{16} For a recent Australian example, see Debus \textit{Birds of Prey of Australia} 59-71.

\textsuperscript{17} Burnham "Raptors and People" 170 \textit{et seq}; Katzner and Tingay "Eagle Diversity, Ecology and Conservation" 1-2.

\textsuperscript{18} See eg Bildstein "History of Raptor Conservation" 16, describing raptor persecution in North America at a time before comprehensive legal protection was given to raptors, but when people had begun to differentiate between so-called "good" and "bad" raptors, depending on whether the raptors were thought to be beneficial or harmful to human interests: "Poultry-, game-, and bird-eating hawks, in particular, were heavily persecuted in early-20\textsuperscript{th}-century North America. Compounding the problem was the fact that many shooters were often unable or unwilling to distinguish the 'bad' or destructive hawks from the 'good' or 'beneficial hawks', putting all birds of prey at risk."
Two eagle species and American federal legislation

2.1 The Bald Eagle and American federal legislation

The Bald Eagle is a big raptor species that is indigenous to the North American continent. It is a striking and well-known species and has been chosen as a national symbol of the USA. Historically the Bald Eagle had a wide distribution in North America and was not considered to be a rare bird, but Bald Eagle populations declined from the mid to late 1800's. Declining numbers of waterfowl and shorebirds upon which the eagles preyed, direct persecution of the eagles, and habitat destruction were thought to be the causes of the decline in Bald Eagle populations.20

The federal legislature intervened and passed an Act with the sole aim of bestowing legal protection on this one single species, the Bald Eagle. The Bald Eagle Protection Act21 came into effect in 1940. Originally the provisions of the Act did not apply in Alaska, where the state still paid bounties for the destruction of the Bald Eagle to protect salmon stocks. However, this exemption was revoked in 1952.22 In its current form, the Act provides that:

Whoever, within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof, without being permitted to do so as hereinafter provided, shall knowingly, or with wanton disregard for the consequences of his act take, possess, sell, purchase, barter, offer to sell, purchase or barter, transport, export or import, at any time or in any manner, any bald eagle commonly known as the American eagle ... alive or

---


20 Bildstein "History of Raptor Conservation" 7-12; Noecker "Revisions" 143; Tucker Return of the Bald Eagle 57-65.

21 The Bald Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (16 USC 668). Currently, after amendments, the Act is known as the Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d). See in general Bean and Rowland Evolution of National Wildlife Law 93-102; Doub Endangered Species Act 88-91;

22 Noecker "Revisions" 143; Tucker Return of the Bald Eagle 60.
dead, or any part, nest, or egg thereof ..., or whoever violates any permit or regulation issued pursuant to this Act, shall be fined not more than $ 5,000 or imprisoned not more than one year or both.\textsuperscript{23}

"Take" is defined as including to pursue, shoot, shoot at, poison, wound, kill, capture, trap, collect, molest or disturb.\textsuperscript{24} A second or further transgression of these provisions may attract a fine of not more than $ 10 000 or imprisonment for not more than two years, or both.\textsuperscript{25} Under the \textit{Criminal Fines Improvement Act} of 1987, the maximum fine for a first transgression has been changed to $ 100 000.\textsuperscript{26} Each taking of an eagle, or other act prohibited by these provisions, constitutes a separate transgression.\textsuperscript{27} Provision is also made for a reward to be paid to a person or persons giving information which leads to a conviction.\textsuperscript{28} In addition to these criminal penalties,\textsuperscript{29} provision is also made for civil penalties\textsuperscript{30} up to a maximum of $ 5 000, and for the cancellation of grazing agreements which a transgressor may have had in respect of federal lands.\textsuperscript{31} The Act makes provision that the Secretary of the Interior may issue permits for the taking and using of the eagles for certain scientific, exhibition, and religious purposes.\textsuperscript{32}

A second sharp decline in Bald Eagle numbers followed after the Second World War. Research showed that the widespread use of so-called organochlorine compounds as insecticides, of which Dichlor-diphenyl-trichlorethane (DDT) was the most well-known and subsequently the most notorious, was impacting negatively upon the Bald Eagle, other bird of prey species and indeed many other life-forms.\textsuperscript{33} The Fish and Wildlife Service\textsuperscript{34} listed the Bald Eagle as Endangered under the \textit{Endangered

\textsuperscript{23} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668.

\textsuperscript{24} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668c.

\textsuperscript{25} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668.

\textsuperscript{26} \textit{Criminal Fines Improvement Act} of 1987 (18 USC 3571); also see Iraola 2005 \textit{Albany L Rev} 976.

\textsuperscript{27} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668.

\textsuperscript{28} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668.

\textsuperscript{29} For a discussion of criminal liability under the Act, see Iraola 2005 \textit{Albany L Rev} 990-992.

\textsuperscript{30} For a discussion of civil liability under the Act, see Iraola 2005 \textit{Albany L Rev} 992.

\textsuperscript{31} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668.

\textsuperscript{32} \textit{Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act} of 1940 (16 USC 668-668d) s 668a.

\textsuperscript{33} On the impact of DDT and other organochlorines on raptors in North America and elsewhere, see Bildstein "History of Raptor Conservation" 22-24; Newton \textit{Population Ecology} 229-253; Tucker \textit{Return of the Bald Eagle} 70-71. See further Breining \textit{Return of the Eagle} 50-60 on the Bald Eagle in particular and EPA 2014 http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/ddt-regulatory-history-brief-survey-1975 for a general historical overview of the regulatory history pertaining to DDT.


The above-mentioned legislative interventions, as well as the Migratory Bird Treaty Act, laid the legal foundation for the conservation of the Bald Eagle. The conservation initiatives on behalf of the species proved to be highly successful. Bald Eagle numbers in the lower forty-eight states grew from 417 nesting pairs in 1963 to an estimated 9,789 nesting pairs in 2007. In 1995, the Fish and Wildlife Society "downlisted" the Bald Eagle from Endangered to Threatened in the lower forty-eight states and in 2007 the Bald Eagle was delisted under the Endangered Species Act. The legal protection bestowed upon the Bald Eagle by the other Acts remained in force.

---

36 32 FR 4001. This listing applied to Bald Eagle populations south of the 40th parallel. See Noecker "Revision" 143.
37 See EPA 2015 http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa.
38 37 FR 13369; see further EPA 2014 http://www2.epa.gov/aboutepa/ddt-ban-takes-effect.
40 In 1978 the Fish and Wildlife Service listed all remaining populations in the lower 48 states as Endangered, except for populations in Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin, Oregon and Washington, where the Bald Eagle was listed as Threatened (43 FR 6233). See Noecker "Revision" 143.
41 Migratory Bird Treaty Act of 1994 (16 USC 703-712). Eagles were not originally protected under this Act, but in 1972 a treaty with Mexico, which was incorporated into the Act, was amended to extend protection to eagles; see Convention for the Protection of Migratory Birds and Game Mammals (1936). See in general Bean and Rowland Evolution of National Wildlife Law 63-93, 97; Doub Endangered Species Act 91-94.
43 60 FR 36001 36010.
44 72 FR 37346.
2.2 The Golden Eagle and the risk of misidentification

The Golden Eagle is another big raptor species, similar in size to the Bald Eagle, and it also occurs widely in North America. While the Bald Eagle preys mainly on fish and water birds and is therefore usually associated with aquatic habitats, the Golden Eagle hunts terrestrial prey and often occurs far from water. Whereas the Bald Eagle usually sites its nest in trees close to water, the Golden Eagle usually breeds on cliffs or trees in mountainous or hilly terrain. Nevertheless, in many parts of North America, Bald and Golden Eagles may be encountered side-by-side. An adult Bald Eagle has a very distinctive appearance and is unlikely to be confused with any other bird of prey species in North America. However, Bald Eagles attain their distinctive adult plumage only in their fifth or sixth year, and the juvenile (first) plumage and subsequent immature plumages are less distinctive. Before attaining its distinctive adult plumage, a Bald Eagle may be misidentified as a Golden Eagle.

In the USA, the Golden Eagle has been subjected to intense human persecution. Stock farmers blamed the eagles for lamb losses and this served as an incentive to kill eagles. In Texas and other western states the persecution was taken to an extreme. Expert marksmen took to the air to kill Golden Eagles. They used small aircraft to locate flying eagles, and shot down thousands of them.


51 Watson *Golden Eagle* 314-315 refers to an estimate of 20 000 eagles killed in the southwestern USA in a 20-year period; see further Bodio *An Eternity of Eagles* 160-163; Gordon *Golden Eagle* 133-138; Laycock *Autumn of the Eagle* 178-191; Palmer "Golden Eagle" 218-220.
2.3 **Legal protection for the Golden Eagle**

Even though many Golden Eagles were killed and Golden Eagle populations suffered declines in some parts of the USA, the species was never classified as Endangered nationwide. The Golden Eagle has therefore never been quite as high a conservation priority as the Bald Eagle in the USA.

Nevertheless, in 1962, the Bald Eagle Protection Act was amended to bestow comprehensive protection onto the Golden Eagle as well, and the Act was henceforth to be known as the *Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act*. The Enacting Clause of the amendment worded the rationale behind this amendment as follows:

> Whereas the population of the golden eagle has declined to such an alarming rate that it is now threatened with extinction; and

> Whereas the golden eagle should be preserved because of its value to agriculture in the control of rodents; and

> Whereas protection of the golden eagle will afford greater protection for the bald eagle, the national symbol of the United States of America, because the bald eagle is often killed by persons mistaking it for the golden eagle:

Now, therefore, be it

Resolved by the Senate and the House of Representatives of the United States of America in Congress assembled, That the first two sections of the Act of June 8, 1940 ... are hereby amended to read as follows: "Whoever, within the United States or any place subject to the jurisdiction thereof, without being permitted to do so as hereinafter provided, shall take, possess, sell, purchase, barter, offer to sell, purchase or barter, transport, export or import at any time or any manner, any bald eagle commonly known as the American eagle, or any golden eagle, alive or dead, or any part, nest, or egg thereof of the foregoing eagles, shall be fined ... or imprisoned ... or both ..."

Notably, three reasons were stated why the Golden Eagle was brought into the protective sphere of the Act. It was accepted that giving legal protection to the Golden Eagle was in itself a worthy goal, first, because of a decline in Golden Eagle...

---

52 In some states it has been listed as Endangered. See Global Raptor Information Network 2012 http://globalraptors.org/grin/SpeciesExtended.asp?specID=8162&catID=2007&childID=149&speciesName=Aquila chrysaetos.


54 *Joint Resolution: To Provide Protection for the Golden Eagle* (Pub L 87-884, Oct 24 1962, 76 Stat 12466) (emphasis added and some italic print in original text changed to roman print).
populations; and second, because the Golden Eagle was valuable to agricultural interests by controlling rodent numbers. The third reason is very interesting and highly relevant to the topic of this contribution: because Bald Eagles had been killed under the mistaken impression that they were Golden Eagles, bestowing protection on the Golden Eagle would also strengthen the legal protection of the Bald Eagle. After this amendment of the Act, the killing of any wild eagle in the USA would in principle be unlawful. The possibility that misidentification of eagle species would enable a person to kill an immature Bald Eagle and yet escape the penalty of the law by saying that he or she mistook it for a Golden Eagle was thus eliminated.

The last-mentioned reason for the extension of legal protection to the Golden Eagle has been cited in ornithological and legal texts. It has also received explicit recognition by the courts. In *McAllen Grace Brethren Church v Salazar*, the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit stated:

> We agree with the Tenth and Ninth Circuits that protecting bald eagles qualifies as a compelling interest because of its status as our national symbol, regardless of whether the eagle still qualifies as an endangered species... In passing the Eagle Protection Act, Congress specifically stated that the purpose was to preserve the bald eagle because of its special status as our national symbol..., and in amending the Act, Congress stated that protecting the golden eagle would further this purpose because the bald eagle is often killed by persons mistaking it for the golden eagle... 

New conservation threats to the Golden Eagle have emerged, and have in a sense vindicated the first reason for the extension of legal protection to the Golden Eagle under the *Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act*. In a most ironic development, the deployment of wind energy turbines has emerged as a potentially important threat to Golden Eagles, with a wind-farm in the Altamont Pass in California having earned

---

55 Bildstein "History of Raptor Conservation" 12; Bodio *An Eternity of Eagles* 162.
57 *McAllen Grace Brethren Church v Salazar* (5th Cir 2014) Unreported Case No 13-40326 of 20 August 2014; *United States v Wilgus* 638 F 3d 1274 (10th Cir 2011) 1278; *United States v Friday* 525 F 3d 938 (10th Cir 2008) 944; *United States v Hardman* 297 F 3d 1116 (10th Cir 2002) 1122; *United States v Fryberg* 622 F 2d 1010 (9th Cir 1980) 1016.
58 *McAllen Grace Brethren Church v Salazar* (5th Cir 2014) Unreported Case No 13-40326 of 20 August 2014 10, emphasis added.
itself particular notoriety in this regard. Electrocution and collision with conventional power structures also cause many eagle deaths. Ingestion of lead, usually in the form of shot used by hunters on game mammals or birds, is a further threat to all scavenging raptors, including the Golden Eagle, which is known to take carrion. Other forms of poisoning are also sources of mortality.

Another threat to the Golden Eagle is the need of Native Americans to get access to eagle parts and eagle feathers for religious use. This interest of the Native Americans is given recognition in the *Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act* of 1940 and certain exceptions to the prohibition on possession of eagle parts are allowed specifically for this purpose. A central eagle depository situated in Denver, Colorado receives eagle feathers and carcasses for distribution among Native Americans. Members of Native American tribes that are recognised by the federal government may apply to the depository to be given eagle feathers and carcasses, and when their applications are granted they may lawfully possess such feathers or carcasses. Thus the *Bald and Golden Eagle Protection Act* specifically makes provision for a balance to be struck between the protection of the eagles and potentially conflicting human interests, such as the interests of the Native Americans. The resolution of such conflicts under the Act may not necessarily always be to the satisfaction of those who are concerned about the conservation of eagles, or those who are concerned about the religious freedom of the Native Americans, or those who are concerned about finding a satisfactory balance between the two conflicting interests. Nevertheless, the position under the Act is clearly better than a scenario where the eagles would have no or limited legal protection and would be subject to unfettered human exploitation.

---

60 See Watson *Golden Eagle* 325-328.
61 See Watson *Golden Eagle* 303. In respect of lead poisoning in vultures, see Behmke *et al* 2015 *Environment International* 51-55.
62 See Watson *Golden Eagle* 302.
65 64 FR 50467 50473; see further Iraola 2005 *Albany L Rev* 979; Kovacs 2013 *Loy LA L Rev* 64.
66 See eg Bodio *An Eternity of Eagles* 168-171; De Meo 1995 *Hastings Const LQ* 780-781; Kovacs 2013 *Loy LA L Rev* 56 et seq.
and persecution without any legal checks to ensure that those practices were sustainable.67

3 Discussion

3.1 Thoughts on the suitability of the American solution for use in other jurisdictions

As seen, the possibility that the two American eagle species could be confused with each other was cited as a reason for bestowing protection on both of them. This solution of the problem of misidentification of a protected species worked in favour of both the American eagle species. The question arises whether this strategy is a suitable one for adoption in other jurisdictions where members of protected species may be misidentified and mistakenly be thought to be members of commoner species. More pertinently, for the purpose of this contribution, the question is whether the American solution is suitable for application in South African environmental law to enhance the legal protection of South African birds of prey.

A number of considerations may be relevant in this regard. First, it is probably good for conservation that as many species as possible are legally protected. Second, in the interest of not unduly burdening the citizens and state officials in a given jurisdiction, it is probably good that the smallest possible number of species is legally protected. A balance must be found somewhere between these two positions. A key part of this balance could very well be the adoption of a principle that factually endangered species should in principle receive a higher level of legal protection than commoner species. In view of these considerations, could it be regarded as desirable, on grounds of legal policy, to endow not only a factually endangered species, but also a commoner species with which the endangered species may be confused, with a high level of legal protection? It is submitted that a positive answer may be the correct one.

67 The demand for eagles for human use exceeds the bounds of sustainability; see Kovacs 2013 2013 Loy LA L Rev 71-79.
It should be borne in mind that other considerations made the case in favour of the enhanced legal protection of the Golden Eagle even more compelling. Although the Golden Eagle was not formally classified as Endangered nationwide in the USA, and even though it occurred and still occurs in substantial numbers in large parts of the USA, it was not simply just another common species. As a large raptor species, the Golden Eagle was subject to certain factors that could easily have contributed to making its factual conservation status much less secure. In fact, as has been noted above, the Congress of the USA expressed a perception that the Golden Eagle had been threatened with extinction. Large birds of prey seldom occur in high densities and have a slow reproductive rate. For this reason, increased mortality due to human-induced causes can render such species vulnerable far more easily than species that occur in high densities and have a fast rate of reproduction. In fact, this is precisely what happened to the Bald Eagle in the lower states of the USA, where its factual conservation status deteriorated from common and widespread to Endangered over a relatively short period of time. The Golden Eagle could conceivably have suffered a similar fate if such factors as persecution, poisoning, mortality induced by human-made structures such as wind turbines, and exploitation for religious purposes by Native Americans, were allowed to take their course unchecked and unabated. These factors strengthen the case in favour of the heightened legal protection of the Golden Eagle, in addition to the above-mentioned consideration that such protection of the Golden Eagle would also strengthen the legal protection of the Bald Eagle.

3.2 Suitability of application in South African law

If this line of reasoning is applied in respect of South African birds of prey, it is submitted that a strong case can be made in favour of extending protection under the national biodiversity legislation to more species than the small number of species currently enjoying such protection. This is particularly relevant in the case of the larger species such as vultures and eagles, which typically occur in comparatively low

---

68 Joint Resolution: To Provide Protection for the Golden Eagle (Pub L 87-884, Oct 24 1962, 76 Stat 12466); see the quotation in para 2.3 above.

densities and have a slow reproductive rate. If, for the purpose of illustration, the South African eagle species are considered as a group of species representative of the South African raptors, it should be noted that only four species are currently protected under the national biodiversity legislation: the Bateleur, the Tawny Eagle, the Martial Eagle and the Southern Banded Snake Eagle. These species are listed as Vulnerable, that is, they are judged to face an extremely high risk of extinction in the wild in the medium term, although they are not Critically Endangered or Endangered Species.

This means that twelve South African eagle species are not protected by the national biodiversity legislation. Those twelve species do enjoy protection under provincial

---

70 Section 56 of NEMBA, read with the TOPS Regulations (GN R152 in GG 29657 of 23 February 2007) and the Lists of Critically Endangered, Endangered, Vulnerable and Protected Species (GN R151 in GG 29657 of 23 February 2007). A new Threatened or Protected Species list was published for comment in April 2013: Publication of Lists of Species that are Threatened or Protected, Activities that are Prohibited and Exemption from Restriction (Gen N 389 in GG 36375 of 16 April 2013). According to the proposed new list, the following eagle species are classified as Vulnerable: Bateleur Terathopius ecaudatus, Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus, and Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax. The Southern Banded Snake Eagle Circaetus fasciolatus is no longer listed, and no other eagle species have been added. Subsequently, a revised new Threatened or Protected Species list was published for comment in March 2015: Publication of Lists of Species that are Threatened or Protected, Activities that are Prohibited and Exemption from Restriction (Gen N 256 in GG 38600 of 31 March 2015). The same eagle species are listed as in the original new list, but their status has been changed to Endangered.

71 Terathopius ecaudatus.
72 Aquila rapax.
73 Polemaetus bellicosus.
74 Circaetus fasciolatus.
75 Section 56(1)(c) of NEMBA. A Critically Endangered Species is any indigenous species facing an extremely high risk of extinction in the wild in the immediate future; s 56(1)(a). An Endangered Species is any indigenous species facing a high risk of extinction in the wild in the near future, although it is not a Critically Endangered Species; s 56(1)(b).
legislation, but this protection is not satisfactory in all respects. Penalties provided for in provincial legislation are typically lower than those provided for in national legislation, and hence the provincial sanctions have a lesser deterrent value. Provincial nature conservation offices also typically face severe capacity challenges and hence enforcement suffers. In some provinces, the provincial legislation bestows immunity on landowners and persons authorised by the landowners for killing raptors on their land. Thus the legal protection afforded to the eagles cannot be enforced against those persons who may perceive themselves to have the most justifiable interest in killing eagles.

To return to the central topic of this contribution, and staying with South African eagles as representative of South African raptors, the potential for the misidentification of the four eagle species protected under national legislation in South Africa clearly exists. Immature Bateleurs can be confused with Brown Snake Eagles, Tawny Eagles can be confused with a number of eagle species with brown feathering such as the Wahlberg’s Eagle, the Steppe Eagle and the Lesser Spotted Eagle, the adult Martial Eagle can be confused with the adult Black-chested Snake Eagle, and the Southern Banded Snake Eagle may conceivably be confused with a number of goshawks and the African Cuckoo Hawk. Applying the line of reasoning established above, a case can be made for the extension of legal protection under the national biodiversity legislation to most or all of these misidentification-prone species.

In fact, this argument could be taken further. If, by way of example, only the larger South African raptor species are considered, a case can be made that all vulture and eagle species should be protected under the National Environmental Protection Act.

---

77 See Knobel 2013 PER/PELJ paras 3.4, 5.2.1; Knobel 2015 De Jure para 3.
78 Eg Nature and Environmental Conservation Ordinance 19 of 1974 s 27; see Knobel 2013 PER/PELJ para 3.4. The Ordinance is in force in the Western Cape and Eastern Cape provinces.
83 Not implying in any way that other raptor species are less deserving of high-level legal protection.
Management: Biodiversity Act 10 of 2004 (NEMBA). The Act makes provision for a special category of species that are not Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable, but are nevertheless Protected because they have such a high conservation value or national importance that they require national protection.\textsuperscript{84} It is submitted that this is the appropriate legal status for all the South African vulture and eagle species that do not merit inclusion in the Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable categories.

The additional considerations that strengthened the case in favour of heightened legal protection of the Golden Eagle in America are arguably also applicable to all of these species in South Africa. All of these large South African raptor species are low-density species with slow reproductive rates. Many of these species will soon be "uplisted" to a less favourable factual conservation status in a revised Red List of the Birds of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland. The list is currently in preparation under the auspices of the foremost South African non-governmental organization involved in bird conservation, BirdLife South Africa, in cooperation with the Percy Fitzpatrick Institute of African Ornithology, based at the University of Cape Town. In the new Red List, no fewer than twelve South African raptor species are likely to be listed as Endangered\textsuperscript{85} and two as Critically Endangered.\textsuperscript{86} Five raptor species are likely to be listed as Vulnerable\textsuperscript{87} and three raptor species as Near-threatened.\textsuperscript{88} If these results are compared with the listings in the previous and now outdated Red List, an alarming downward population trend for raptors as a group is clearly revealed: twenty raptor species will be "uplisted" to a less favourable factual conservation status; while only four are "downlisted" to a more favourable

\textsuperscript{84} Section 56(1)(d) of NEMBA.
\textsuperscript{85} They are the Hooded Vulture Necrosyrtes monachus; Cape Vulture Gyps coprotheres; White-backed Vulture Gyps africanus; Lappet-faced Vulture Torgos tracheliotus; White-headed Vulture Trigonoceps occipitalis; Black Harrier Circus maurus; African Marsh Harrier Circus ranivorus; Bateleur Terathopius ecaudatus; Southern Banded Snake Eagle Circaetus fasciolatus; Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus; Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax and Pel's Fishing Owl Scotopelia peli.
\textsuperscript{86} Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus and Taita Falcon Falco fascinucha.
\textsuperscript{87} Verreaux's Eagle Aquila verreauxii; Crowned Eagle Stephanoaetus coronatus; Lanner Falcon Falco biarmicus; Secretary-bird Sagittarius serpentarius and African Grass Owl Tyto capensis.
\textsuperscript{88} Pallid Harrier Circus macrourus; Sooty Falcon Falco concolor and Red-footed Falcon Falco vespertinus.
Fifty-five species will not change in status in the new list, but these species include one Vulnerable and one Near-threatened species in their ranks. The Red List does not have legal force, but because it represents the best scientific assessment of the factual conservation status of South African bird species, it should influence which species are listed under the legislation dealing with the conservation of biodiversity. In respect of raptors, NEMBA is now arguably out of step with reality.

Furthermore it is noteworthy that, in the ranks of larger raptor species, even comparatively common species already show declining population trends in some regions even though the species may not yet be judged to be in trouble nationwide. The Wahlberg's Eagle is a good example. It is a breeding summer migrant to Southern Africa, and in the summer months is probably the commonest eagle species in South Africa's Kruger National Park, which is known for its rich raptor populations. Globally it is judged as Least Concern by the International Union for the Conservation of Nature and BirdLife International. Nevertheless, in some parts of South Africa ornithologists have noted sharp population declines, and while the causative factors may still be a matter for speculation, these trends, and the potential vulnerability of even a comparatively common raptor species highlighted by these trends, should not be ignored.

Most of these large raptor species are beneficial to farming interests. Vultures perform a valuable role in disposing of large mammal carcasses in remoter areas.

---

89 M Taylor of BirdLife South Africa supplied the information about the new Red List and this is acknowledged with gratitude.
90 A revised new Threatened or Protected Species list that has been published for comment in March 2015 (Publication of Lists of Species that are Threatened or Protected, Activities that are Prohibited and Exemption from Restriction (Gen N 256 in GG 38600 of 31 March 2015)) is more up to date in so far as it lists three raptor species as Critically Endangered (Bearded Vulture Gypaetus barbatus; Taita Falcon Falco fasciinucha and the locally practically extinct Egyptian Vulture Neophron percnopterus) and eight raptor species as Endangered (Hooded Vulture Necrosyrtes monachus; Cape Vulture Gyps coprotheres; White- backed Vulture Gyps africanus; Lappet-faced Vulture Torgos tracheliotos; White-headed Vulture Trigonoceps occipitalis; Bateleur Terathopius ecaudatus; Martial Eagle Polemaetus bellicosus; and Tawny Eagle Aquila rapax. However, no raptor species are listed in the Vulnerable and Protected categories.
91 Newman Kruger National Park 68.
94 Eg Tarboton "Foreword" iv.
where they are unlikely to get prompt attention from people. This is a potentially highly important function in the prevention of the spread of disease. Scientific investigation has recently revealed that the vultures of the Americas are able to ingest bacteria, which abound on decaying carcasses and are highly dangerous to other organisms, with no ill effects to the vultures. The vultures of Africa and Eurasia are likely to have a similar ability; otherwise they would probably not have been able to exploit carrion as a source of food. Most South African eagles benefit farming interests by controlling potential problem species for agriculture. Such species include rodents, seed-eating birds, larger mammals like monkeys and dassies that can cause damage to crops or grazing, and even small carnivorous mammals, such as jackals and caracals, which may kill small livestock. In the case of the Verreaux's Eagle, which normally preys on hyrax, but may kill lambs and goat kids, a carefully substantiated study showed that the presence of a resident pair of these eagles on a Karoo sheep farm could still benefit the farmer financially. The study showed that the presence of the eagles would prevent hyrax from venturing far from protective hills and rocky outcrops. This would minimise competition between the hyrax and sheep for grazing, and the financial saving annually gained in this way would typically exceed the cost of the number of lambs likely to be taken by the eagle pair in the course of a year.

Unfortunately some members of farming communities continue to harbour old prejudices in terms of which all birds of prey are regarded as inimical to farming interests. Such prejudices are seldom based on carefully verified facts, and may be based on erroneous conclusions made from incomplete observations. To cite one example, it is well-known in ornithological circles that most eagle species will at times eat carrion. Therefore an observation of an eagle feeding on a lamb does not necessarily justify a conclusion that the eagle has actually killed the lamb. Sadly,
the persecution of birds of prey is still a reality in South Africa.\textsuperscript{100} Such persecution is often illegal under provincial legislation but, as noted above, there are problems with enforcement and in some provinces the landowners and persons acting with their authority do not commit an offence if they kill or trap the species protected under provincial legislation. A farmer may know that killing a Martial Eagle, Tawny Eagle, Bateleur or Southern Banded Snake Eagle may lead to prosecution under national legislation, but in such instances may well plead misidentification and go scot-free because intention cannot be proved.\textsuperscript{101} For this reason, and all the other reasons that point towards the heightened vulnerability of these species, it is submitted that the American solution in respect of the Bald Eagle and Golden Eagle is eminently suitable to be applied to the protection of South African vulture and eagle species under South African national law.

These eagles and vultures, as larger raptor species, have been selected for illustrative purposes in this contribution, but similar arguments also apply to most of the smaller raptor species occurring in South Africa. Some of them may not occur in such low densities as the larger raptor species, and their reproductive rates may be faster than those of the larger species, but compared to most other birds of similar sizes these smaller raptors may still be more vulnerable to factors inducing negative population trends.\textsuperscript{102} Because they may be involved or may be perceived to be involved in the killing of domestic fowl or racing pigeons or ornamental pigeons, such smaller birds of prey may also be the targets of human persecution. Some species are sought after for falconry, and falconers who do not abide by the rules of falconry associations may take birds from the wild for their own use or for illegal trade.\textsuperscript{103} In


\textsuperscript{101} See para 1 above.

\textsuperscript{102} Note eg that one falcon species will henceforth be listed as Critically Endangered (Taita Falcon \textit{Falco fasciinucha}); one as Vulnerable (Lanner Falcon \textit{Falco biarmicus}) and one as Near-threatened (Red-footed Falcon \textit{Falco vespertinus}) in the new Red List for South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland.

addition, the rarer species, which are currently protected under national legislation, may also be confused with commoner species and consequently misidentified. A small minority of raptor species may not give conservationists any cause for concern at present, with the almost ubiquitous Black-shouldered Kite\textsuperscript{104} perhaps constituting the most notable example. However, the Black-shouldered Kite is such a prolific hunter of rodents, and is accordingly such a beneficial species to farming interests, that it is arguably worthy of a high level of legal protection anyway. Similar arguments are also applicable to the nocturnal birds of prey, the owls.

4 Conclusion

It is submitted that the time has come to treat the rich but potentially fragile raptor heritage of South Africa with the respect and care that it deserves, by proclaiming all South African bird of prey species to be fully protected under national legislation. If such species do not qualify for inclusion in the graver categories of Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable, they should at least be classified in the category of Protected, for which NEMBA already makes provision. As noted, the criterion for listing as Protected is that the species has such a high conservation value or national importance that it requires national protection, although it is not Critically Endangered, Endangered or Vulnerable.\textsuperscript{105} It is submitted that this criterion could hardly be more neatly tailored to the needs of the South African bird of prey species that are not already listed in terms of NEMBA.

In addition, by bestowing full legal protection on all its bird of prey species, South Africa will be more in step with other trend-setting jurisdictions on the globe.\textsuperscript{106} and

\textsuperscript{104} \textit{Elanus caeruleus}. Dickinson and Remsen \textit{Checklist} 234 use the name Black-winged Kite for this species, and the name Black-shouldered Kite for a related Australian species, \textit{Elanus axillaris}. In Southern Africa \textit{Elanus caeruleus} is widely known as the Black-shouldered Kite, see Hockey, Dean and Ryan \textit{Roberts Birds of Southern Africa} 478; Steyn \textit{Birds of Prey of Southern Africa} 46.

\textsuperscript{105} Para 3.2 above.

\textsuperscript{106} Eg the \textit{Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals} (1979) (Bonn Convention) includes all migratory raptor species as species which have an unfavourable conservation status and which require international agreements for their conservation and management, as well as those which have a conservation status which would significantly benefit from the international co-operation that could be achieved by an international agreement (Appendix II); the \textit{Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats}
South Africa will also have proved itself willing to give greater effect to its undertakings to give legal protection to migratory raptors in the Memorandum of Understanding on the Conservation of Migratory Birds of Prey in Africa and Eurasia (the Raptors MoU),107 which was entered into under the Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals.108

Last, but not least, following this course will also ensure that the danger of misidentification will not serve as a ground for a defence that allows a person to kill a protected raptor with impunity.

---
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